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VP election

completed
By Joel Davis

Lynn Hendricks accepted her new post as ASUPS President, handed down by Gillian Gawne at the inauguration. Nicole Robinson

Senators, executives take oaths
By Joel Davis
What were red balloons, white linen
table cloths, and important people doing
in the Rotunda Tuesday night? Attending
the spring 1988 ASUPS senate
inauguration. The banquet, put on under
the direction of John Milstein, was free
and open to anyone who signed up for it.
And the salmon was a lot better than
turkey cutlets and spaghetti.
Theatre arts professor Diane Marre
opened the banquet with a few words on
leadership. A leader, she said, needs to
"bring out as much of [people's]
potential as possible."
To do this, said Marre, you have to
pat someone on the back before you
criticize that person. "And sometimes
that takes a lot of creativity: 'You tied
your shoe really well, but...'
You can't always be Captain Nice....
At times you will alienate people. You
can't always make people feel good about
their work, especially if it's bad."

"Machiavelli has a point in stressing
that intimidation is a factor," she said.
"People want to know that you know
what you're doing."
After opening, the ceremony moved
on to the presentation of gifts to the
outgoing senators. Gillian Gawne hailed
former senator John Schussler as "the
one person who has upheld dissenting
opinion in the senate time and again."
Mike Haines entered the Rotunda
during the applause for his senate career,
just in time to accept his gift. The tone
became more serious, though, when Ken
Miller presented outgoing
senator/incoming president Lynn
Hendricks with her gift. "I don't think we
need to say much about Lynn's
performance, " he said.
Former president Gillian Gawne was
praised as "honest and candid" and for
having "instilled a sense of family and a
sense of camaraderie" in the senate.
"Of course," said Pat Gabrish, "every
once in a while one of us male members

of senate would say, 'Oh yeah, the
president does have nice legs.'"
Following the gift presentations, the
new ASUPS executives and senators
were sworn in. The executives, old and
new, took their turns at the podium, led
by former Vice-President Ken Miller.
"The new leaders have the potential to
focus their attention outside the borders
of Union Avenue and Alder," he said,
stressing that the new senate think about
"the place of ASUPS and the University
as a whole."
The new Vice President Darcie Julum
took over and, after expressing her
emotions at being elected, summed up
her stance: "I'm ready to start work
tomorrow."
Lynn Hendricks spoke next,
emphasizing the importance of "pulling
together as a student body," as well as
Gillian Gawne's performance as president
last term. "I have an incredible pair of
See Inauguration Page 2

Noriega pulls power play in Panama
By Rob Huff
Last Thursday, in an attempt to
cleanse Panama of negative U.S.
attitudes toward military leader, Gen.
Manuel Noriega, President Eric Arturo
Delvalle called on the Panamanian army
to replace Noriega. They refused.
On Friday the National Assembly held
an emergency meeting where they ousted
Delvalle, claiming that he was aiding the
United States efforts to meddle in the
internal affairs of Panama.
Early Saturday morning, Delvalle
received a tip from government agents
that Gen. Noriega was going to have
him arrested and deported. Delvalle fled

his home. He remains 'in hiding while
still claiming himself as the president of
Panama.
The turmoil has led to a three-day-old
general strike, protesting the military
rule of Noriega and his political power
play that sent Delvalle fleeing.
Hoping to force Noriega to negotiate,
Delvalle also ordered all Panamanian
assets outside the country frozen. All
funds owed to Panama will be placed in
an escrow account.
The United States response to the
situation has been guarded. President
Reagan received updates throughout the
weekend. He has repeatedly denied that
the U.S. might consider a military

option. However, some members of
Congress have been more reactionary,
calling for immediate military
intervention.
The administration supports Delvalle's
economic sanctions against Noriega,
calling it a legal action by Panama's
lawful ruler.
At stake in Panama are over 10,000
U.S. troops and the security of the
Panama Canal.
President Reagan is urging Congress
that further economic pressure be placed
on Panama in hopes that the subsequent
people's unrest might lead to the fall of
Noriega.

This
spring's
ASUPS
Vice-Presidential race was settled
Monday when junior Darcie Julum won
the run-off with 400 votes to Jennifer
Moore's 215. Julum said that the
election "was exhausting and I'm glad to
have it done with, but it was definitely
worth it."
Janice Langbehn, Chris Chapman,
Jennifer Moore, and Darcie Julum
initially ran for Vice President, which
neccessitated a primary election to
narrow the field to two candidates. The
primary yielded three, however,
(Chapman, Moore, and Julum) and none
of these carried a majority of the votes in
the general election.
Consequently a run-off between the
top two candidates, Moore and Julum,
was held Monday and Julum emerged the
victor. Asked why she thought she won,
Julum said, "I put in a lot of extra effort.
In a way I think my personality
appealed to both the greeks and the
independents... I think I did pick up a lot
of people because I did spend time with
independents."
On how she expects to perform with
President Lynn Hendricks, Julum said
"our personalities are very compatible,"
and added, "working with students and
the administration, we'll be strong.
I'm just waiting to kick [former Vice
President] Ken Miller out of office," she
laughs. "When I found out [about
winning the election] I started writing
down ideas."
Julum also addressed the possibility of
implementing a two Vice President
system in ASUPS. "We need to work a
little longer with the one Vice President
system," she said, pointing out that the
student government is not experienced
enough with the current system to
justify scrapping it. Also, according to
Julum, ASUPS needs to "give a little
more power to the senate Chair and
redefine the position of DBS [Director of
Business Services]."
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Inauguration from front
shoes to follow, and those shoes belong
to Gillian Gawne," she said.
And Gillian, with her usual flair,
stepped up to the microphone. "I always
have one more thing to say- if, but,
wait..."
She told her audience that she had had
little leadership experience when she
began her political career at Puget
Sound. "I was a high school cheerleader
with a C+ average.... Someone said 'hey
Gillian, why don't you sign up to run for
senate,' so I did.
I discovered the painful realities....
wanting the United States to do

something to ameliorate the situation in
South Africa, and wondering why can't
my University divest?"
She continued, conceding that barriers,
some ideological, some pragmatic, exist
between factions at Puget Sound. But
"our collective actions can maybe chip
away at those barriers....
Recent events and issues have caused
our credibility to come into question,"
she said, which have made people
"willing to disregard the positive things
we're founded on."
Gillian saved a final challenge for the
end of her speech: "Why don't we
challenge our own shortcomings instead
of capitalizing on those of others?"

Puget Sound hosts caucuses
By Polly Mueller
Political excitement will be in the air
when Puget Sound hosts the area
precinct caucuses for the Democratic and
Republican caucuses on Super Tuesday,
March 8.
"Any county resident who is registered
to vote may participate," said Bill
Baarsma, business professor and
co-advisor of the Puget Sound chapter of
Young Democrats.
In addition, according to Baarsma,
non-resident guests may also attend the
caucuses. Students from out-of-state have
another option open to them.
"Many students from out-of-state don't
realize they can transfer their voter
registrations to the state of Washington,
and vote in the Washington caucuses,"
said Baarsma.

Voters can register as late as March 8,
and many caucus locations will have
voter registrars.
Students who live on campus may
participate in one of the caucuses on
campus. Students who live off-campus
should call their party's local headquarters
or check this Thursday's Morning News
Tribune to determine their precincts and
caucus locations. No one may attend
more than one party caucus.
Caucuses are held in many states, in
the place of primaries, in order for the
people to vote for their presidential
preference, elect local delegates to attend
the party county-level caucuses, and
discuss party issues.
The Republican caucus will be held in
Thompson Hall while the Democratic
caucus will be held in the Rotunda in the
Union Building.

Election
1988

World
Watch
Compiled by Rob Huff

Soviet Union:

Pravda said on Sunday that a superpower treaty reducing
strategic nuclear missiles could be ready for signing at a spring summit, but
wondered why doubts had been expressed on the American side. The Communist
Party newspaper said the Soviet Foreign Ministry had been surprised by President
Reagan's remark that he doubted the stategic arms reduction treaty (START) would
be ready for signing at the Moscow summit. Soviet officials say the meeting will
take place late in May.

England: Hard-line leftists won control of Britain's largest union on Saturday,
at a-time when the union-financed Labor Party is seeking to moderate its stance after
three successive election defeats. The Transport and General Workers Union, with
1.4 million members nation-wide, elected 23 hard-left candidates to its 39-member
National Executive Council. The moderate faction supporting Labor Party leader
Neil Kinnock previously had a 21-to-18 majority.
South Africa: About 5,000 members of a right-wing paramilitary group
rallied Saturday to demand a whites-only state in South Africa and urge the
government to strengthen apartheid legislation. Members of the Afrikaner Resistance
Movement held a four-hour ceremony in Pretoria, saying the government was
attempting to "sell out" its whites.
East Germany: Soviet troops began early removal of nuclear missiles from
East Germany and Czechoslovakia last Thursday under terms of a new superpowers
arms agreement yet to be ratified, officials said. Officials at the scene said containers
were packed with parts of dismantled SS-12 rockets and loaded on a train headed for
the Soviet Union, where the missiles are to be destroyed.
In addition to the missile parts, 150 of 400 Soviet soldiers stationed at
Bischofswerda also left on the train. Officials at the site said the remaining soldiers
will leave by the end of the month.
Washington D.C.: Police forced their way into Sen. Bob Packwood's
office and carried him onto the floor of the Senate last Tuesday night. The senator
was wanted for a quorum call in the chamber's first round-the-clock filibuster in a
decade.
The Republican filibuster began last Tuesday over a bill limiting election
campaign spending by House and Senate candidates, and limiting contributions they
can accept. Capital police found Mr. Packwood holed up in his office, the door
locked and a chair braced against it.
Compiled from the last week's Christian Science Monitor.

Election controversy revealed
By Rob Huff
With Super Tuesday less than a week away, Republican and Democratic candidates
for the presidency are making their final preparations. Last Saturday in a nationally
televised debate from Atlanta, the remaining six Democratic candidates met to tune up
their southern campaigns.
Front-runner Michael Dukakis attacked challengers Al Gore of Tennessee and
Richard Gephardt of Missouri.
"Al Gore has never run a government, never balanced a budget, never picked a
Cabinet, never had to shape an administration, never had to work as a chief executive
with a legislature, all things which are a little different than serving in a legislature,"
said Dukakis.
The heated exchanges continued throughout the debate. Lost in the background were
the other three participants in the debate. Rev. Jesse Jackson, Gary Hart, and Illinios
Sen. Paul Simon were left on the sidelines as Dukakis, Gephardt, and Gore battled.
Analysts predict that Jackson, Gore, and Gephardt should have the most success in
the Super Tuesday primaries, due to their concentrations in the south. The voting will
take place in 14 southern states as well as some western states, Washington included.
In a separate press conference prior to the debate, Gary Hart announced that he
realizes his dismal chances of winning the nomination and that he will reassess his
campaign following Super Tuesday results.
Republican caucuses in Maine left Vice President George Bush with a convincing
lead over Sen. Robert Dole. Controversy arose early in the caucus due to accusations
from Pat Robertson. A Robertson spokesman complained that Bush supporters had
teamed up with those of Dole to deny the former television evangelist his share of
state convention delegates.
Illinois Sen. Paul Simon paid a visit to the state of Washington on Tuesday,
stopping at Pacific Lutheran University early in the morning and the state capital in
Olympia later the same day. The Democratic candidate sits on the edge of extinction
in the presidential race. Almost out of money, Simon is skipping Super Tuesday and
has announced that he will withdraw from the race if he does not win the Illinois
primary on March 15.

Before the election results were tallied
last Thursday night, questions
concerning the validity of the results
began to arise.
When the polling booths opened, one
presidential candidate's name was
misspelled. The situation stayed that way
until noon, resulting in a formal
complaint. The student Honor Court met
late Sunday night to make a decision.
The hearing included three parts.
Besides the alleged clerical error, there
were complaints about a lack of

`The hearing focused
around whether or not it
was a fair election.'
professionalism in the handling of the
election and the possibility of a bias on
the elections committee.
"Essentially, the hearing focused
around whether or not it was a fair
election," said Pat Gabrish, a former
ASUPS senator and a member of the
elections committee.
One factor in question was the fact
that, on the night prior to the election,
Gabrish had noticed the spelling error but
did nothing about it. According to
Gabrish, the reason that nothing could be
done was that a correction would deface

all the ballots. ASUPS secretary Debbie
Winchester figured out how to get around
that problem the next day and the
correction was made.
"That's all fine, but defacing ballots is
not that big of a deal," said Caitlin
Moughon, the candidate who's name had
been misspelled. "I was right downstairs
and no one even told me about it."
Also in question was the composition
of the elections committee. Two
students-at-large were on the committee
as well as senators Stewart Boedecker and
Pat Gabrish. Moughon felt that the two
senators were biased.
"For Pat not to have removed himself
from the committee was ethically
abhorrent," said Moughon.
Gabrish was on the elections
committee as a replacement for now
ASUPS President Lynn Hendricks.
"The members of the committee are
not on trial here," said Gabrish. "The
questions were about the election
process."
Moughon didn't agree. "They may not
be on trial but that doesn't mean they're
not guilty," said Moughon.
Other discrepancies included incidents
of students being allowed to vote
without their student ID cards. The
number of problems with the voting
caused more confusion as to whether or

See Controversy
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Compiled by Rob Huff

1988 Internships: New York Metropolitan Area
Listings of available summer internships in major fields of study can be
obtained throught the Student Internship Service. Placements are available with
sponsoring companies in New York City and Long Island. Many of the
scholarships are either salaried or offer a stipend. For more information write:
Student Internship Service, P.O. Box 1053, Kings Park, New York 11754.

Honorary Degree Nomination Forms Due
Puget Sound awards honorary degrees to individuals of notable academic
reputation and those who contribute to the general public welfare. The awards are
selected by the Borad of Trustees upon the recommendation of the President, the
Faculty Senate and the Honorary Degree Committee. Nominations for the current
awards are due by March 11, 1988, to the Honorary Degree Committee, c/o
President's Office, University of Puget Sound.

Keim speaks to greeks
By Tracey Bower and
Heidi Stephens
Alcohol plus sex plus drugs equals the
meaning of greek life? Not according to
Will Keim, guest lecturer at the
leadership convention sponsored by Order
of Omega at Ocean Shores on February
20-21.
In his speech, "Demythologizing
Animal House," Keim said that
leadership plus brotherhood plus
scholarship plus community service
equals the meaning the actual meaning
of greek life.
Presidents, rush chairpersons, public
relations chairpersons, and Panhellenic
and IFC representatives participated in
the workshop designed to help organize
and set up rush procedures as well as lay
the foundations for a stronger greek

Controversy
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Let's Do The Time Warp
There will be a costume dance in the Great Hall, Saturday, March 12, at 9 p.m.
to kick off the Centennial Birthday Week. Plan now to compete for prizes and
dance to music from the past, present, and future. Also, watch for Costume Day
and the Fashion Show on Monday, March 7.

Cake Decorating
There's still room to represent your organization or living group with a cake on
Thursday, March 17. Those with questions should call Lisa at X3481.

Summer Positions Available in National Parks
The Student Conversation Association is continuing to accept applications
from persons interested in 12 week, expense paid, internships in national parks,
forests, wildlife refugees and other conservation areas across the United States
(including Alaska and Hawaii) this summer and fall. Interested students may
request an application amd listing of positions by contacting the Student
Conservation Association, PO Box 550C, Charlestown, NH 03603 or calling
(603)826-5741/5206.
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not the election should be valid.
The Honor Court began its session at
8 p.m. on Sunday and deliberations
lasted over two and a half hours. A
decision was not made until well after
midnight. In the end the election results
were upheld.

Tor Pat not to have
removed himself from
the committee was
ethically abhorrent.'
According to Moughon, it was tough
to even bring the case to trial.
t$

public relations campaign.
During the rush meeting, possible
problems with deferred rush were
discussed, as well as ways to prevent
dirty rushing. In a public relations
meeting, plans were discussed to
promote good relations between students,
faculty and administration, and the
surrounding community.
Keim also discussed "Leadership in the
21st Century," which showed those
present that, "Leadership is a process of
persuasion and example." He gave the
advice to "say what you mean and do
what you say."
One participant said, "It was a very
productive weekend and I know we all
brought back something that we can use
for our own house as well as the campus
community."

"I was extremely discouraged in
attempting to exercise my right to
appeal," said Moughon. "First, my
opponent told me the case would go to
trial over her dead body. Then, Kathy
Witt (Assistant Dean of Students) told
me it was all but impossible to bring it
to appeals."
"It was a case of institutionalized
shafting, and I really didn't appreciate it,"
said Moughon. "I would warn anyone
who wants to become involved in
ASUPS to keep both eyes open all the
time."
"The only people who displayed any
ethics during the whole fiasco were
Gillian Gawne and Ken Miller," said
Moughon.

Crimes
on
Campus

2-27-88 1420 A female student reported to Security Services and to TPD that on
2-26-88 between 2 p.m. and midnight her 1976 Datsun 280Z was
stolen from the N. 18th and Lawrence parking lot. The vehicle
was recovered by TPD at N. 8th and Orchard. The Datsun was
"hot-wired." No suspects.
2-29-88 0120 Security Services assisted TPD in the apprehension of a suspect
in a motor vehicle theft. After hearing a report about a moped
theft from N. 8th and Lawrence on the police radio, Security
Services spotted and pursued two juvenile males behind the
Fieldhouse where a TPD unit was waiting. One suspect on a
moped got away; the other moped was recovered. The mopeds
belonged to students living on N. 7th.
2-29-88 1530 A Resident Assistant reported vandalism to a roof antenna on
Harrington.
3-1-88 1135 A fire extinguisher glass was reported broken in Warner Gym.

Call 756-Food
for free Delivery

* Kudos are in order for student Jon Dachs who discovered the Datsun
210 that was stolen from campus, at N. 51st and Bristol. Dachs
notified Security Services who dispatched TPD to the scene and
recovered the vehicle. The vehicle had been "hot wired" and taken for
a "joy ride."
** Security Services is significantly increasing surveillance of
University parking lots and perimeters in hopes of stopping vehicle
crimes. Your help is needed as well.

Open 11:00 to Midnight

*** Report suspicious persons, juveniles, or slow moving vehicles to
X3311 right away. Your call may help prevent a "crime on campus."
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Lacrosse pummels
By Jonathon Pingle
Last Saturday the UPS Lacrosse team
travelled to Salem, Oregon and beat
Williamette with a decisive 9 to 2
victory. Last year UPS was beaten by a
score of 10 to 6. However, with this
solid team performace, UPS has finally
made themselves known as a lacrosse
force. The team played with an intensity
that gave them an early lead. Although
that intensity waned during other parts of
the game, the team played so well that
after the first quarter, Williamette never
even threatened the UPS lead.
The team worked well together, with
many outstanding individual
perfomances. Mike Kurtz had an amazing
day as goalkeeper with 24 saves. Kurtz,
with his brilliant defensive leadership,
halted their fast breaks, and forced
Williamette to shoot from outside. With
Malcolm Davidson, Jason Diehl, James
Henney, and Sean Alexander on defense
almost all scoring attempts were
stopped. The ball remained with UPS

for the majority of the game.
Gary Anderson, Greg Butler, and
Craig Johnson racked up all the UPS
goals. Butler lead the scoring with four
goals. Anderson had three, and Johnson
had two. Chris Collins and Steve
Avenessian also helped to mount an
effective offense. The Mmdis gave good
support and also played strong defense.
Penalties were kept to a minimum,
the man-up-plays worked brilliantly, and
UPS played the type of lacrosse game
unlike this campus has ever seen.
Under the guidance of Pat "Sweet
Knees" Daly the team is looking for
their second win against the University
of Washington this weekend. UW has,
in the past, been a fairly strong team.
On Sunday the team faces Western
Washington U. Western will probably
be the toughest team UPS faces this
year.
The game against UW will played
in Baker stadium at 1:00 p.m. on
Saturday. The game against Western
will take place at 12 noon on Sunday.

Mike Folett prepares for the upcoming baseball season.

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS:

Baseball under swing

MARCH 1 - MARCH 8

From the sports info desk
Coach Brad Cheney and his 1988
squad opened the baseball season in
unfriendly territory, losing 21-5 to the
University of Washington Huskies in
Seattle Tuesday.
The Loggers hope to build on the
strength of a good returning crop of
players, though, including the Loggers
leading hitter Matt Quick who hit at a
.413 clip in 1987. Cheney's crew has
added some additional names to the
pitching staff including lefthander Todd

TUES: Baseball at U. of Washington
WOMEN'S TENNIS
VS. SEATTLE UNIV.

Away
2:00P
HOME 2:30P

THURSSAT:
Swimming at NAIA Nationals in Away
Orlando, Florida.

AllDay

FRI:

WOMEN'S TENNIS VS.
SEATTLE PACIFIC

SAT:

MEN'S TENNIS VS.
HOME 2:30P
WILLAMETTE
BASEBALL VS. GEORGE FOX HOME 1:00P

SUN:

HOME 2:30P

TRACK AT U. W.
INDOOR/OUTDOOR

AWAY TBA

TUES: Baseball at P.L.U.

Away

Schimke, a junior from Renton,
Washington who looks to be the starter
on opening day.
The Burns Field debut of the 1988
Loggers comes on Saturday, March 5th
when they host George Fox College in
doubleheader action starting at 1 p.m.
The upcoming schedule also incudes a
Tuesday, March 8th congrontation with
the Lutes of Pacific Lutheran.
The game will be played in Parkland
and will be a single 9 inning contest
starting at 2:30 p.m.

from
his be(oved
Trait Staff
these headlines
are for
yaw! I

Congrats to
Mike Fasster

2:30P

Hoopsters finish season
From the sports info desk
The Puget Sound women's basketball
season ended with a 89-86 loss at
Western Washington University in
Bellingham. Despite an outstanding
performance by senior Linda deVries who
put in 26 points and grabbed 9 rebounds
in her final performance. Freshman guard
Annie Pettigrew and Deby Triggs were
the Logger's other double figure people
with 12 and 10 respectively. The
Vikings of Western Washington have
gone on to reach the finals of the District

Tennis begins
Coach Shelia Jackson will be logging
plenty of court time. The time started
Tuesday as the Logger women faced
Seattle University. They will face
Seattle Pacific on Friday while the
Logger men face Willamette University
in action on Saturday. All matches are
home contests and are set to start at 2:30
p.m. In action last week the Logger
women took it on the chin from the
PAC-10 Huskies, dropping a 9-0
decision. The Logger man lost a 6-3
contest with the Lutes of pacific
Lutheran but defeated Eastern
Washington University by a 6-3 margin.

1 playoffs.
The Loggers ended the 1987-88
campaign with a 10-17 overall mark and
a 8-11 NAIA District 1 ledger. The
Loggers will have some big shoes to fill
during recruiting season as the top three
scorers and top three rebounders will be
lost to graduation. Seniors Brit Hanson,
15.2 points per game, 8.6 rebounds per
game, Linda deVries, 13.8 points per
game, 5.2 rebounds per game, and Deby
Triggs 11.6 points per game, 7.5
rebounds per game.

Vance
Ka
Amyl
Helen
Gina
Suzie
0QY Hoon
Beth
Maura
Carol
Kristen
Suzanne
Sean
Ken

0
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Loggers await invitation
a 80-75 score for a victory. Maurice
Selvin was the lead scorer for the
Loggers, with 28 total points, and Jack
Forney sunk 18 points. Coach Don Zech
commented on the conference games: "If
you back at our conferece games both
home and away, they have been very
competetive games. I think that is an
indication of the strength of our
conference and the talents that are
available within our conference."
The Men's Basketball team faces the
task of replacing five important senior
team members next year. Jay Brewer,
Bob Ostland, Scott Reid, Kevin
Fagerstrom and Chris Murray will all be
leaving at the conclusion of this year.
All five players have made substantial
achievements for the Loggers. Ostland,
the scoring leader of the five tallied an
incredible 644 points in 66 games, with
148 assists. Scott Reid scored 402
points and sank 211 rebounds in 103
games. Murray playing in 93 games
total, racked up 432 points with 207
rebounds. Jay Brewer in 28 games scored
489 points and 156 rebounds, and Kevin
Fagerstrom

By Tommy Hajduk

The Logger's Basketball team
continues to practice although they have
no positive assurance of any more games
this season. The team is currently
awaiting an "at-large" invitation to the
NCAA Division II Championship. The
team's 18-10 overall standing record and
6-4 Great Northwestern Conference
record may not be enough to receive an
invitation from the selection committee
for the NCAA Championships.
The team finished up their most recent
games in the GNC with two agressive
wins. With senior center Jay Brewer
leading the scoring against Eastern
Montana, the Loggers achieved a 80-71
victory. Brewer scored 24 points and an
additional 20 rebounds. The point
margin was narrowed by Eastern
Montana to 5 points with only 5
minutes remaning in the game, but the
Loggers still catured the win.
The Logger's second and final GNC
win was against the Metro State
Roadrunners. The game remained close
for the duration but the Loggers produced

Great Northwest Conference Standings:
Overall GNC
University of Alaska-Anchora ge
Metro State College
University of Puget Sound
Eastern Montana Colle ge
University of Alaska-Fairbanks
Seattle Pacific

Florida Nationals

19-9
15-11
16-10
15-11
16-11
11-15

6-3
4-4
4-4
4-4
4-5
3-5

Overall

District

21-2
24-3
18-7
18-7
14-9
15-15
9-15
7-20
9-12
5-16
7-19
4-22
9-14

17-2
18-2
13-3
13-5
11-8
8-9
7-9
7-11
4-9
2-6
3-16
2-12
0-13

12 face best of U.S.
ever. Although the team only has 10
members swimming at nationals, some
strong performances are expected from
them also. The team under Coach Mark
Scott has set 38 meet records in past
seasons. One of those records was set by
Sue Bendl in the 200M breaststroke,
capturing a national title last year. Bendl
will be defending that title at nationals
this week.
Swimmers attending the national meet
include for the women Coach Mark
Scott, Sue Bendl, Stacy Carlson, Jodi
Coleman, Pam Dolderer, Mary Gibson,
Janet Jones, Jill Krus, Raleigh Kurtz,
Charlene Miller, Jill Rutledge. On the
mens team Coach Don Duncan, Terrell
Cotterell, Andrew Curkurs, Gavin
Didrichsen, Jim Dietz, Mike Fassler,
Matt Hougan, Bob Kabacy, Scott Kelly,
Bruce Padgett, Lance Trebilcock, John
Winkler, Greg Zook are attending.

By Tommy Hajduk

The Logger's swim team currently has
10 women and 12 men at the NAIA
Nationals in Orlando Florida. Both
teams will stay all week and are looking
at a promising turnout. The Men's team
is hoping to improve uopn last year's
fourth place finish, as they are counting
on some new freshmen to produce some
first place finishes. One of those
freshman, Andrew Cukurs, from
Diamond Bar California, is expected to
be a very strong contender for a first
place spot in the butterfly events. Said
Men's coach Don Duncan of the new
swimmers, "Things become just a little
more unpredictable beacuse of the
freshmen."
The Women's team is at nationals in
the wake of one of their best seasons
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SAVE...on music
for ears.
-

Urgent Action

- Honduras -

Amnesty International is concerned with the recent
detention on 23 Jan. 1988 of two Salvadoran citizens in
Honduras, Margarito Rivas Guardado(age 76) and Manuel de
Jesus Rivas Alas(age 25). The two had been living as
refugees in the Mesa Grande Refugee Camp in Honduras
until October 1987 when they returned to El Salvador. The
two men crossed the border apparently to make purchases
in Guarita when they were detained by Honduran soldiers.
Both men were reportedly taken to the army post in
Guarita, but their detention was denied. In the past, the
Mesa Grande Refugee Camp has been the subject of attacks
by the Honduran army, resulting in death and injury of
refugees. For many years, Amnesty has received reports
of torture of detainees in Honduras by both soldiers and
police; the torture usually occurs during incommunicado
detention in the days following arrest. Please write polite
letters urging an investigation into the whereabouts of the
two men detained on 23 Jan. 1988. Also, urge that if
detained they be treated humanely and brought before a
competent court and charged or be released.
Address letters to:
-Dear CommanderGeneral Humberto Regalado Hernandez
Commandante en Jefe de las Fuerzas Armadas
Cuartel General
Estado Mayor
Comayaguela
Tegucigalpa, Honduras

MAJOR LABELS - TOP ARTISTS
A Sound Investment Save Big Bucks

Pop, Rock, Folk, Jazz and Classical
Limited Time. Come Early for Best Selection.
dr".1

Deo ILesibre...ii•wri M 41^Aoxd■-

164/

Deposit letters in the Urgent Action Box at the Info.

C nter(Amnesty pays postage) or send them airmail.
IT
Amnesty International

Atone/
Tanning Center

2622 Bridgeport Way W.
565-6771

PEPPERONI PIZZA

$ 5 25

14" PIZZA
PLUS 32 OZ. POP

I

Phone

Name

MUST STATE YOU ARE USING THIS COUPON WHEN YOU ORDER
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
1988 THE PIZZA ANSWER. INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

LIMITED DELIVERY AREA

EXPIRES 6/6/:8

627-8844
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44 Mom says the

house just isn't the
same without me,
even though it's
a lot cleaner',

Just because your Mom
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
ahead, give your Mom a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someone!

Liz Corsini•BostonUniversity•Class of 1990
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AT&T

The right choice.
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V omen In Ausio Symposium

Jazz conce

A Schedule of Evenis

By Rebecca Saulsbury

Friday
8:00 pm The Jacobsen Series

A jazz concert featuring two
best jazz artists in the count
Stentz and Dee Daniels, will cul
the "Women in Music" symposiu
concert begins at 7:30 p.m. in K
Chapel on Saturday, March 5.
Concluding a music symposiu
a jazz concert may seem unusu
according to arts coordinator
McCann, "Sigma Alpha Iota a
School of Music want to hi
several artists, not just one. Ja
exciting scat singer and Dee
dramatic."
"Jan is an alum of Puget Sou
one of the favorite jazz vocalists
region," said McCann. "She use
in the Adelphian Concert Choir
Schultz recommended her to me."
Jan Stentz is best known f
ability to sing "scat" with great pr
and accuracy. "Scat" is a type of
in which the vocalist impr
nonsense words and just barel
within a melodic line. Stentz is
self-taught pianist and has an u

Women in Music: A Showcase

Saturday
8:15 am Registration and Coffee
8:45 am Welcome and Introduction
9 :00 am An Irresistable Challenge:
Mary Carr Moore and Opera
0 Suzuki Music Education Method

10:15 am Serving the Total Congregation-Inclusive Language and Inclusive Music
0 Choral Music Reading

Workshop

11:00 am Performance--Adelphian
11:30 am
1:30 pm
2:45 am
4:30 pm
7:30 pm
9:00 pm

Concert Choir
The City of "Musical" Ladies
Panel of Women Composers
Panel of Women in Music Business
Linda Allen in Concert
Jazz Concert
Panel of Women in Jazz

For Students All lectures and panels are Free, the
Jazz Concert is $2.00.

University of Puget Sound alumnus performs at Saturday's jazz
concert.
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a symposium
inda Allen, a Northwest
songwritter, will perform
Saturday afternoon as a
part of the "Women in
Music" symposium. She writes songs
about women's lives, relationships,
spirituality as well as other issues and
concerns.
Allen entered the field of music
upon the encouragement and
support of friends.
"Becoming a songwriter was
something I did to express myself,"
says Allen.
A variety of events or situatuions
can inspire Allen to write. "It can be a
newspaper article," she says. "It can
be a particularly moving book. Or
something my children said or did."
Inspirations can even come from
inside. She writes about that which
touches her deeply. "It's like writing in a diary," she says. "It's a way to work
things out."
Some songs spring out of an event. She was recently asked to perform at
an AIDS vigil, and as a result she composed a song for the occasion.
But her main focus is women. "I see myself as a story teller about women's
lives and experiences," Allen says.
Her third album, entitled "Women's Work," is coming out in May. Her other
albums include "Mama wanted to be a Rainbow Dancer" and "October
Roses."
In addition to writing and performing, Allen also collects songs about the
Pacific Northwest. A songbook for the Washington State Centennial will be
released in the fall.
Allen tours quite a bit, and has recently completed performances in Alaska,
Southern California and New York. She plans to continue that kind of
schedule, but will remain based in the Northwest.
"My roots are pretty deep here," she says.
By Lea Anne Bantsari

Symposium gives i
to women musicia
By Lea Anne Bantsari
Discussions and presentations at the
"Women in Music" symposium will
emphasize the contributions women have
made and are continuing to make in the
field of music.
The sesions on Saturday begin with a
presentation by Cindy Richardson,
co-author of the book "Mary Carr
Moore, American Composer."
Richardson will discuss Mary Can
Moore's life as a composer, wife and
mother in the American West at the turn
of the century. Moore's opera, Narcissa,
was written in Seattle around 1910.
"We wanted to highlight composers,"
said Arts Coordinator Laura Leigh
McCann. Women composers generally
have received little recognition. Opera is
considered even more difficult because of
the various aspects involved in such
performance.
Composers will also be highlighted at
the Panel of Women Composers. Donna
Schultz, Emma Lou Deimer and Carol

Sams will share
composers. A que.
will complete the
other panels of
follow the same f
Judy Werle, pr
and developer of
Delilah Renee of
Johnson, orche,
Seattle Symphc
women in music
A panel of w
Stentz and Dee
after Saturday eve
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awareness and in
of music. "It's a r
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include Midge
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ear for harmony. She can pick out chord
substitutions, voicings, and progressions
which illuminates whatever she plays.
Stentz has been a professional singer
since college and performs at Red Kelly's
Tumwater Conservatory and at Kelly's,
his new club in Tacoma. She also sings
at Jazz Alley and other Seattle jazz clubs.
She has given concerts at Tacoma's
Pantages Centre, the 5th Avenue Theatre
in Seattle and at the Port Townsend Jazz
festivals. Recently, Stentz has been
touring throughout the United States
with the Harry James Dance Band.
Dee Daniels has won international
acclaim for her singing. She can sing
anything from soul to blues to be-bop.
She is admired by Jan Stentz, and it was
Stentz who recommended Daniels to
Laura McCann.
Daniels has a strong gospel
background which began in her father's
church choir in Oakland, California. She
weaves elements of gospel into her
music today. She performed her first
church solo at nine and at eleven became
pianist for three church choirs. She
received her degree in art education from

CRC
isight
spects of their work as
;tion and answer period
informal session. Two
the symposium will
Irmat.
oducer, artist manager
Club Soda in Seattle,
KLSY radio, and Carla
Ira manager of the
ny will talk about
usiness.
men in jazz with Jan
anels will take place
ning's jazz concert.
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comes not only gender
11 present a broad view
,ns women have made
,

lectures and panel
free and open to the
heon is $4.60 or 460
..ts are encouraged to

the University of Montana, and she
founded, directed, and wrote arrangements
for the university's Black Ensemble
Gospel Choir.
In 1972, Daniels made regular club
appearances throughout the Pacific
Northwest. In two years, her talents took
her to California where she made an
appearance in a popular Hollywood club.
Since then, Daniels' fame has grown in
leaps and bounds.
Daniels' international credits include
performances in Brussels, Frankfurt,
Edinburgh, Amsterdam, Casablanca, and
Lausanne. She has appeared at numerous
major jazz festivals, including the Kool
Jazz Festival (1982), the Port Townsend
Jazz Festival (1979, 1980) and the
Middleheim Jazz Festival (1985).
Daniels has recorded seven albums,
including her most recent album, "The
Music Made Me Sing It." She has done
concerts with Monty Alexander, "Wild
Bill" Davis, Toots Thielemans and
James Moody.
Tickets for this concert are available at
a reduced price for students and faculty at
the Information Center.

Dee Daniels, a widely recognized jazz artist, joins Jan Stentz and
others for a concert Saturday at 7:30 in Kilworth Chapel.

Women composers recognized at Friday's
Jacobsen Series
concert
By Rebecca Saulsbury
You've probably heard of Gustav
Mahler and Robert Schumann. But what
about Alma Mahler or Clara Schumann?
The opening concert of the "Women in
Music" symposium, "Women in Music:
A Showcase" on Friday, March 4 at 8
p.m. in Jacobsen Recital Hall should
answer these questions for you. The
purpose of the concert is to give greater
public exposure to unknown and known
women composers of the 19th and 20th
centuries.
Alma Mahler composed music in the
19th century but was forced to give it up
when she married composer Gustav
Mahler. He demanded that she give up
her music and devote herself to his life
and music. When Gustav Mahler died,
Alma later married Werfel, a poet who
wrote an acclaimed biography of Verdi.
He made it into the Grove's Dictionary
of Music. Alma did not.
Alma Mahler's story is typical of
most women artists in the 19th century.
They were not recognized as legitimate
artists in their own right. They could not
make a living as composers and often
their talent was suppressed by the men
they married.
"The treatment of women musicians
in the 19th century and earlier would
arouse feminist reactions in anyone,"
said Joan Winden, voice instructor at
Puget Sound.
In the 20th century, however,
conditions are changing. There have
always been women singers but women
are coming to the fore as composers,
conductors, historians, and other musical
occupations traditionally held by men.
Women artists in the 20th century are

Cordelia Wikarski-Miedel joins other members of the women
faculty in Friday evening's Jacobsen Series concert, "Women in
Music: A Showcase."

receiving more and more recognition in
the public eye.
The showcase concert on Friday
recognizes composers of both the past
and present. All the works will be
performed by women from the music
faculty at Puget Sound and Marjorie
Talvi of the Northwest Chamber
Orchestra.
Puget Sound faculty members
Cordelia Wikarski-Miedel, cellist, Joyce
Ramee, violist, and Northwest Chamber
Orchestra member Marjorie
Kransberg-Talvi will perform Serenade
for Violin, Viola, and Violoncello by
20th century artist Ernst von Dohnanyi.

Ramee, Miedel, Joan Winden, mezzo
soprano, and Marianne Weltmann,
soprano, also Puget Sound faculty
members, will present Pieces from
"Contemplations" by Donna Schultz.
The piece was commissioned by the
women faculty of the School of Music at
Puget Sound. Schultz, a Tacoma
resident, set American poet Anne
Bradstreet's "Contemplations" to music.
The poems celebrate God and nature, and
reflect Bradstreet's devout Puritanism.
Several solo works by various
contemporary composers will also be
performed.
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THIS WEEK ON CAMPUS:
Honors Film Series presents "Battleship Potemkin" on Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
in McIntyre 006. Free.
Dr. Harry Edwards will speak in Kilworth Chapel on Thursday, March 3 at 8
p.m. Tickets at the door.
The Inside Theatre's production of "The Bald Soprano" and "The Gap" continues
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays until March 13. Curtain is 8 p.m. Tickets are $6
general, $3 for students and are available at the Ticket Office in the Union.

Ray Hartman and Heather Peterson in the Inside Theatre's production of "The Gap."
Performances of "The Bald Soprano" and "The Gap" are Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 8pm.

Relax & enjoy absurdity
By Lea Anne Bantsari
If you can leave behind your desire for
a structured and ordered world, if you can
allow yourself to enter the world of the
absurd, if you can stop thinking, sit back
and let events take place around you,
then the Inside Theatre's production of
"The Bald Soprano" and "The Gap" by
Eugene Ionesco provides the setting for a
humorous and enjoyable evening.
"The Bald Soprano" portrays a typical,
(or should we say not-so-typical)
evening that the English bourgeois
Smiths spend with their American
friends, the Martins. The Smiths' maid
and the local fireman, who is depressed
because business is slow (there are no
fires), also add to the absurdity of the
evening.
Rapid yet clean verbal interchange,
vivid facial expressions, and the

movement of characters and props on
stage create hilarious situations that
continue through the end of the play.
Barry Wallis and Christine Hansink
pull off an intriguing interplay as the
Smiths. They have perfect timing as
they shoot insults and stories about the
infamous Bobby Watsons to one
another. The Martins, played by Peter
Rogers and Vicki Field, are also
humorous as they try to discover where
they have previously met.
The set for "The Bald Soprano," as
well as the costumes, are done in black
and white. The wallpaper's intricate
designs and pictures contribute to the
absurdity of the production. This entire
scheme also demonstrates how Ionesco
makes fun of our desire for clear
definitions in life.
See ABSURD page 13

Exhibit details history
By Amy Driskell
Another new exhibit has opened in
Kittredge Art Gallery. This exhibit
features works by past and present art
studio faculty. A stroll through the
gallery provides a panoramic view of the
history of the Art Department at Puget
Sound.
Beginning with the ceramic pieces
(1932) by Ida Nowells Cochran, the first
full-time professor of art at the College
of Puget Sound, to many works by the
present art studio faculty, the exhibit
traces the growth and development of the
art department.
By Peggy R. Mayes, who was a
member of the faculty from 1963 to
1980 is the acrylic "Watergate: Womb of
Time, Exposure, Edification" (1979).
The colors in this three-part painting are
cool and comforting-- blues, greens,
turquoise. The painting has sweeping,
flowing lines of water or atmosphere,
and delicate round bubble-shapes that
create a mysterious yet pleasant
composition.
Some of my favorite pieces are "Three

Bottles" (1962) by Lynn C. Wentworth.
Wentworth was a member of the art
department from 1947 to 1967, and her
"Three Bottles" are slender, shapely
ceramic creations. They are white and
pristine, and their shape is definitely unbottle-like-- organic, fanciful, dreamlike.
Maria S. Jai-tun's handcolored woodcut
"Ka-ronk Ka-ronk" (1988) is a bit
unusual. The design is a geometric black
and white line pattern, but the major
theme is a complete contrast. Intermixed
with the geometric pattern are Canada
geese. Quite an interesting combination.
Also on display are six of current
professor of figure drawing and painting
Bob Vogel's monkey cage series. In the
mixed media work, "Monkey Cage
Composition III" (1987), the monkeys
are not central, but sit on their shelf in
the gloom to one side. The skylight near
the top brightens the gloom and the
ropes hanging down are sharp lines the
cut through and disrupt the piece.
Present department member Bill
Colby's woodcuts and watercolors are
See GALLERY page 13

Women in Music Symposium on Friday, March 4 and Saturday, March 5, On
Friday, a Jacobsen Series concert with women faculty performing the works of
women composers. On Saturday, musical presentations and lectures examining
women's involvement in the world of music. Songwriter Linda Allen performs at
4:30 .p.m. in Jacobsen Recital Hall. Jazz artists Jan Stentz and Dee Daniels
join other jazz artists for an evening of jazz in Kilworth Chapel. Concert begins at
7:30 p.m. Tickets available at the Ticket Office at the Information Center.
Church and the Arts Symposium on Saturday, March 5. Musical
presentations and discussions concerning the role of art and music in the Church.
Symposium begins at 9 a.m. Tickets available at the Information Center.
Campus films: "American Fliers" on Friday and Saturday at 6, 8:30 and 11 p.m.
Sunday at 6 and 8:30 p.m.
A Centennial Exhibition: Past and Present Art Studio Faculty
continues through March 18. Gallery hours are Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-4 pm.,
Sunday 2-4 p.m.
German film:- "Lost Honor of Katharina Blume" on Tuesday, March 8 in Library
17 or 18 at 7 p.m. Free.

THIS WEEK OFF CAMPUS:
Tacoma Actors Guild's production of "Hedda Gabler" continues through March
5. Curtain is at 8 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday and at 7 p.m. on Sunday.
Matinees at 2 p.m. on Saturday, March 5. Call 272-2145 for tickets.
Tacoma Little Theatre presents "Ring Around the Moon." The production
opens Friday, Feb. 4 and plays weekends through March 12. Call 272-2481 from
1-5 p.m. for tickets.
Balletacoma presents "An Evening of Premieres" at the Pantages Centre on
Friday, March 4 at 8 p.m. and Saturday, March 5 at 2 p.m. Dance works range from
classical to contemporary. Call Balletacoma at 272-9631, the Pantages Box Office,
or Ticketmaster for tickets.
—
NEXT WEEK ON CAMPUS:
Imo:::::::„,.....
.. :, ....„.....
::::..
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Honors Film Series presents "Being There" on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
McIntyre 006. Free.
The Inside Theatre continues its production of two comedies, "The Bald
Soprano" and "The Gap." Perfomances are Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays through
March 13. Curtain is at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6 general, $3 for students and are
available at the Ticket Office in the Union.
Puget Sound Wind Ensemble presents a concert on Friday, March 11 at 8
p.m. in Kilworth Chapel. Featured on the program is the student brass quintet, as
well as works by Grainger, Sousa, Shostakovich, Bach, Alfred Reed and Vadav
Nelybel. Free.
Tamara Meinecke, violin, presents her junior recital on Saturday, March 12 at
8 p.m. in Jacobsen Recital Hall. The program ranges from the serious — Bach and
Brahms — to the almost silly — two Kreisler pieces and the "Joke Quartet" by
Haydn. Free.
Let's Do The Time Warp: Costume Dance in the Great Hall on Saturday,
March 12 at 9 p.m. Kick off Centennial Birthday Week in style. Prizes. Watch for
Costume Day and the Fashion Show on Monday, March 7.
Campus films: "The Pink Panther Strikes Again" in McIntyre 006. Friday and
Saturday at 6, 8:30 and 11 p.m. Sunday at 6 and 8:30 p.m.
German film: "A Love in Germany" on Tuesday, March 15 in Library 17 or 18
at 7 p.m. Free.
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Spring Fever spreads across campus
your heart squashed by the heel of some
unfeeling blonde ... tears oozing where
smiles once roamed. Spring is sheer
hell," Jeff Nelson articulated.
Most students did feel, however, that
Spring Fever mostly has an influence on
their schoolwork.

By Caitlin J. Moughon
Don't feel bad.
It happens to
everybody. You're not a horrible person
or anything. I'm sure it's biochemical.
Something happens around March,
most likely a meteorological
phenomenon, which slows down our
metabolisms and makes doing anything
that we don't fully enjoy nearly
impossible.
As a chronic class-skipper who wished
to remain anonymous so eloquently put
it, "Some things in life are just more
important than others. Class isn't always
one of the highest ranking."
However, Mr. Anonymous doesn't
seem to feel this is a seasonal
phenomenon.
"Spring doesn't necessarily have
anything to do with it," he said, "although
I don't mind a nice day here and there."
"I like to stay outside, walk around, and
smell the clean ocean air," said Charley
Whiton. "But I still go to class, because I
think an education is more important than
just whiling away one's time in the
out-of-doors."
"It makes me hate this goddamn town
for its rain, though," he added.
When asked to comment on Spring
Fever, R.J. Hilgers said, "I've got it." It
seems he didn't want to expend the energy
to comment further.
"You go with it [the romantic element
of spring fever] and you get your face
smashed up against the wall of reality ...

HeidiHolzhauer

`Spring means having
to pull out your spring
wardrobe. But at least I
can finally wear white
shoes again '

Students MaryBeth Haun, Erin Sabo, Carrie Adams, and Shaani
Robideaux gaze out of Smith Hall into the bright spring day with
excitement and anticipation.

Edwards will
address recent
controversy in
sports

"I get it every year. Sometimes I run
naked in the streets, but it's too cold right
now," said Suzie Spaulding. "It's not the
same in Tacoma as elsewhere, because it's
not real spring here. But whenever the
sun shines a little bit, it's time to cut
classes and go to the Point."
Vance Atkins said, "Since I come from
a place where we have winter six months
a year, it's always springtime here for me.
It only affects my Comp Soc 102 class."
"It doesn't change the way I approach
my work, because any more I don't
approach my work," said Amy
Stephenson.
But rest assured, this apathy is not
hidden from omniscient profs.
"Spring Fever comes whenever it's
warm enough to sit outside," said Mott
Greene. "The students wander and the
faculty gets cranky. University faculty are
prone to confusing Spring Fever with the
end of Western civilization as we know it.
I am as guilty as anyone else."
"I sometimes feel ... that you're
fighting four billion years of evolution,"
Greene concluded.

By Scott Minnix
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Tonight the University of Puget
Sound has the pleasure of hosting
distinguished sociologist and sports
consultant Dr. Harry Edwards. The
timing of his address could not be better,
considering recent national exposure of
racial controversies (i.e. blacks in
management, and blacks in sports).
Edwards bring with him a long list of
impressive credentials. Besides being a
sociology professor at the University of
California at Berkeley, he has also served
as a staff consultant with the Golden
State Warriors of the NBA and the San
Francisco 49ers of the NFL.
Most recently, Dr. Edwards has joined
forces with major league baseball
commissioner Peter Ueberroth to aid the
effort to get more minorities in
baseball's front offices.
Edwards is probably best known,
however, for his efforts to have black
athletes boycott the 1968 Olympic
Games in Mexico City. He was also
involved in the controversy of the black
power salute by black sprinters John
Carlos and Tommie Smith in 1968.
The topic of tonight's address is
"Issues and Controversies in Modern
Sports: Why God Sent Us Al Campanis
and Jimmy the Greek."
Dr. Edwards promises to be
enlightening and educational. The
lecture is sponsored by ASUPS Student
Lectures and the Black Student Union.
Tickets are $4 at the door.

`University faculty are
prone to confusing
Spring Fever with the
end of Western
civilization as we know
it.'

Others saw Spring Fever in another
light.
"Spring means having to pull out your
spring wardrobe. But at least I can finally
wear white shoes again," said Brooke
Wight.
Stacy Wells felt that changes in nature
were the best part of spring. "I like the
smell in the air," she said. "It just makes
me feel good all over. It makes me feel
one with the earth."
But perhaps it was another anonymous
student who put it best:
"I like to put my best effort into my
classes. In springtime I can't concentrate,
so what's the point of even going?"
Author's note: The Trail does not take

any responsibility for the grades which
may come about as a result of this article.
The nature of the piece is as a purely
innocent survey of student opinion. We
are not, and I repeat not, in any way
endorsing a life of hedonism [even though
is it important to note that we won't be
young forever].
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Dancers will enter
Centennial time warp

clumn

Something emotionally devastating happened to me this week. Any
of you who frequent the SUB can probably guess what it is, because
I've been complaining about it constantly.
Yes, my cash card de-magnitized.
I went to the bank one day to get some cash, and the card was spit
back out. I didn't think anything of it. I guess hindsight is 20/20,
isn't it? Well, anyway, it just kept spitting back out, over and over. I
guess I panicked, because the next thing I knew it was three hours
later and a lady in a bright polyester dress was saying, "excuse me,
miss, are you through yet?"
Luckily, my friend Katie has heard gruesome stories of experiences
just like mine. It seems that there is a legend, kind of like driving a
stake through a vampire's heart, that if you wave your bank card by
power lines, it will re-magnitize and be okay.
I didn't believe it at first, but I was desperate, so I tried it. I
doubted even more as Katie sat in the car and laughed her little head
off while I waved my card around the fence at that huge power station
on 18th.
But, LO AND BEHOLD, the card worked when we popped down
Safeway. It was a scientific breakthrough, I figured. Katie and I
may get the Nobel prize for this. Just think what kind of an impact
this could have on the world's college population.
Just think what kind of an impact it has had on my checking
account.

ylittle

By Amy Stephenson
It's not going to be in Kittredge, or in
Jones Hall; it's not going to be on
Friday, March 11; and it's not going to
cost anything to get in. What is it? It's
Let's Do the Time Warp!, the
costume dance that will kick off the
Centennial Birthday Week festivities.
Let's Do the Time Warp! will be
Saturday, March 12, in the Great Hall.
Doors will be opened at 9pm, but the
music by American Dance Machine
won't be starting until 9:30, giving you
time to start playing the carnival games
at the booths lining the Great Hall.
Come play putt-putt with Circle K, visit
the Gamma Phi Beta kissing booth, or
let Tours and Travel take your picture in
old-time costume.
And speaking of costumes, start
planning yours now! The idea is to get
creative and make, assemble, find, or
create something inexpensive and easy to
dance in. Prizes will be awarded for
men's, women's, and group costumes. If
you're low on ideas, be sure to witch for
costume wearers around can/pus on
Monday, March 7, and see the fashion

shows that day at noon and 5pm in tne
Rotunda.
When the dance is over, the Birthday
Week festivities will have just begun!
The week culminates on Thursday,
March 17 (yes, St. Patrick's Day), the
university's official 100th birthday. At
noon, students will jog down to the
waterfront and dive in to "take a dip in
your namesake." Then at 4pm, the
Rotunda will be the site of the century's
best birthday party, complete with cake
and ice cream. Students are encouraged to
bring presents, which will be donated to
the Martin Luther King Ecumenical
Center. At that time, the time capsule
will also be filled and closed.
There is still room for living groups,
organizations, and individuals to sign up
for a booth at the dance or to decorate a
cake for the cake-cutting contest. Anyone
with questions is encouraged to call Lisa
at x4348, Helen at x4573, Suzie at
756-4031, or Amy at 759-6757 or
x3481. Remember, the university only
turns 100 once in a lifetime, and it's
worthy of a big party!

By R.J. Hilgers

Do you ever feel too lethargic to do anything? Too tired to even
talk? Laziness is great, right? RIGHT! Just the other day I was
watching T.V. and discovered, of all the horrible things to happen,
that the remote control was unable to perform its functions. I had a
terrible decision to make--do I keep watching the same channel or
am I expected to change it everytime I am dissatisfied with the
program?
After several minutes of careful thought, I slowly pushed myself
out of the chair. All the way at the other end of the house (a
substantial walk for one person) was the solution to my problem,
my housemate's Lacrosse stick. It is absolutely the best long
distance channel changer I have ever used. What was left of my
already productive day was spent a fair distance from the T.V.
playing Lacrosse with the channel buttons.
We, as college students, all go through stressful times. You're
doubting me, aren't you? It's true. We have a lot to get done in a
short amount of time (setting our own deadlines can be a mistake
however). We figure we'll be at this school a substantial amount of
time, and there is always time to put things off until later.
WRONG! You have got to take the initiative now and set aside
time. Time to be lazy, that is. It's fun, free, and best of all you
can't be underqualified. Try it some time, you may never be
motivated again.

The Birthday Party of the
Century
Okay, I admit it, I've taken a break
from writing the Centennial Corner, but
I'm back now in full force! I've been
gearing up for the next major Centennial
event, and I want to share all the
fascinating details with you!! Get your
calendars out, and mark them as follows:
Saturday. March 12th:
"Let's Do the Time Warp" Centennial
Costume Dance!
--50's and 60's music and videos
-Prizes for best costume
--9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
-Great Hall
--Admission is FREE!
Watch for details.
A little historical trivia that seems
particularly pertinenet to our celebration
through dance:
In 1927, the
Administration ruled that
dancing could be allowed at
campus functions. Yeah, it's okay
to dance!!

eorrote;r:e__
Cepar—
By Lisa North

Corner

Thursday. March 17th:
100th birthday party, 4:00 to 5:00
p.m., in the Rotunda. The event will
include:
--Birthday cake and party favors
--Pictorial/Historical displays
--Announcement of cake decorating
contest winners
--Sealing of Time Capsule
--Special performance by members
of the Adelphian Choir
It's amazing to think that on March
17, 1888 the school was incorporated
as the Puget Sound University, and after
numerous name and location changes it
is still going strong a hundred years
later! If you have any questions about
how you can be involved, or what's
happening, please call Lisa North at
X3481 or X4348.
Happy Birthday U.P.S t""

IT'S THE NEW . . .
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Absurd

from 10

While "The Bald Soprano" has an
absurdist style, "The Gap" is a little
more realistic. This play examines the
reaction of a professor, his wife and a
close friend following the announcement
of the professor's failure to pass the
college entrance exam. He took the
exam to fill a gap in his academic record.
Now everyone will know that he did not
"legally" enter undergraduate school.
Ray Hartman does a wonderful job of
portraying the pompous flair of the
Academician. Heather Peterson, as the
Academician's wife, complements him
well — not only in height, but also in
her desire for the material prosperity she
has come to know through her
husband's success. The references to
Mercedes cars and Imelda Marcos's taste
in shoes add a delightfully updated touch
to the play.
The slides used in the background of
"The Gap" provide an entertaining
on-going commentary to the events
taking place on stage. The chorus gives
an effective additional perspective into
the Academician's mind. The set itself is
virtually bare, but this bareness, in
addition to the backdrop of slides and the
three-level chorus, creates an impressive
feeling of height and expansiveness.
Both "The Bald Soprano" and "The
Gap" are effectively done. The size of the
Inside Theatre helps develop the intimacy
between the actors and the audience that

makes plays such as these more
meaningful. Ionesco's view on life in
these plays makes for a production that
is just plain fun, and the Inside Theatre's
interpretation is just that. Diana Marre's
program notes give the theatre-goer more
insight to the play, and I strongly
encourage you to read them before the
play begins. Then relax and let the play
take you in. Don't think too hard, or
you'll miss out on all the fun. And
above all, let yourself laugh!

Gallery

from 10

Present department member Bill
Colby's woodcuts and watercolors are
beautiful and peaceful. His lovely
watercolor, "Radiance" (1987) portrays
mountains and water. Blues, greens and
lavenders create a peaceful lake-shape
surrounded by a delicate snowflake
texture.
"Sea Form II" (1987), a bronze by
John Barnett is an intriguing piece. The
shape could be an amoeba, or a cell, or
possibly a jellyfish. At any rate, it is a
beautiful organic shape that seems to
dance and float.
Nancy Halbrooks' charcoals are largerthan-life and powerful. Her "Phoenix"
(1987) is a huge, sharply defined bird
aiming toward the sky from its bed of
smoke and flames. "Symbiosis" (1987)
is a fascinating piece. It is swirling
circles and whorls, perhaps seashell
shapes or flames. The lines and forms are

UPS COMMUNITY
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clear and sharp, yet undefinable. It is
strong and lovely.
Current faculty member John
McCuisten's ceramic bird/duck series
consists of curious pieces. The vases,
such as "Zebra Duck Vase" (1988) are
rough, and choppy, glazed with strong,
vibrant colors. "Portrait of a Bird" (1987)
is a free form bird shape. But the most
amazing thing is its wonderful texture
and color. The body is covered with
green and blue and purple "drips" of
glaze. The juxtaposition of smooth and
rough glaze is intriguing and beautiful.
"Vase I" (1988) by Kenneth D.
Stevens is a lovely porcelain piece. The
bottom of the vase is tall, smooth and
pillar-like. Its colors are reminiscent of
earth, fire and smoke-- reds, greys and
earthtones. The top is an intricate
filigree, like vines, or weaving.
In my opinion, the most wonderful
work in the entire exhibit is Stevens'
"Lanscape Platter" (1987). This large
porcelain platter appears to be a
representation of the sky. At the bottom,
is a dark green tree line, the sky above is
full of iridescent colors, and looks like
aurora borealis. A piece to inspire
anyone.
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Staff editorial....

Thank you Gillian
They are thankless jobs, but we will thank them nonetheless.
The Trail wishes to thank Pat Gabrish, Mike Haines, Lynn
Hendricks, John Schussler and Shelby Wright for admirably
performing the duties of ASUPS senator.
We also want to thank Ken Miller for his enthusiasm, sense of
humor and ability to work seemingly beyond human capacity.
We must, however, reserve our highest praise for Ms. Gillian
Gawne.
Gillian had the most incredible ability to be completely open and
honest in every situation while still keeping everyone happy.
Gillian was always concerned for the students' interests.
Gillian refused to back down from any issue against any
opposition.
Gillian was always able to enlighten and inform all of us without
boring us to death.
Most of all, Gillian took the time to express genuine interest in
every issue, big or small, brought to her attention. She always listened.
To one of the most dynamic, personable and caring student leaders
Puget Sound has seen, thank you. You will be sorely missed.

Israel article flawed
It is indeed gratifying to see that The
Trail takes world events seriously
enough (and, apparently, believes its
readers do as well) to place a news article
on the situation in Israel on its current
front-page (Rob Huff, "Israeli Violence
Continues," February 26). However, you
ill-serve your readers when, even in a
six-paragraph story, you don't get the
facts right.
I take particular exception to two
points made in this short report. First,
Huff notes that "most recent diplomatic
attempts toward a Middle East peace
agreement by the United States and
United Nations have failed, largely due to
the efforts of the Palestinian (sic)
Liberation Organization (my emphasis).
I'm not sure what he has in mind
concerning efforts by the United Nations,
but the statement in regard to the United
States has about as much validity as
similar ones that are frequently made
about alleged US peace efforts in Central
America. Just as the US has managed to
foil "peace scares" after "peace scares" in
that part of the world, the Israelis have
done the some in the Middle East. And,
in the 1970s and 1980s, the US has
consistently supported Israel in rejecting

the peace overtures made by "the other
side," while pressing for peace only on
its and Israel's own terms, always
excluding the PLO; indeed, since
Kissinger, the US has steadfastly refused
any direct talks with PLO (a policy
Shultz continued this week and last in
the Middle Fast).
As for our friends, the Israelis, the
director of the Prime Minister's office
declared last year that a "precondition" to
any settlement of what is often referred
to as the "Palestinian problem" was "to
uproot the PLO from this region:
politically, psychologically, socially,
economically, ideologically. No shred of
influence may remain." So much for the
Israeli willingness to negotiate.
And, as for the PLO, it has been
offering to negotiate directly with Israel,
with the explicit pledge of recognizing
that nation's right to exist, since the
mid-1970's.
If students are interested in the actual
historical record in this matter, I suggest
they take a look at Noam Chomsky's
extraordinarily well-documented The
Fateful Triangle: The United States,
Israel and the Palestinians (South End
Press, 1983). For the more recent peace
efforts of the PLO, and Israeli
intransigence with the connivance of the
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US media, see The Nation, July 18/25,
1987.
Secondly, Huff remarks that "the
Palestinians continue to claim that (the
West Bank and Gaza Strip) (are) theirs on
a religious basis." Perhaps this is a
misprint as he refers to Israel's religious
claim to what the Likud calls Judea and
Samaria ("the West Bank"), but let's be
clear about the Palestinians' claim to
occupied territories: they comprise the
overwhelming majority of those areas
(through Iseaeli settlements continue to
grow in size and number), just as they
comprised the overwhelming majority of
the population of Palestine when it was
partitioned into a Jewish and an Arab
state.
Jama Lazerow

Colby misguided
It is unfortunate that President Phibbs
gave Lisa Colby indigestion by
disturbing her consumption of cherry pie
and ice cream with suggestions that she
read more than is required for a course
[cough], peruse the New York Times
[sputter], enjoy "classics" [gag], and
actually take a class for the sheer fun of
it [barf me out with a spoon, Phil].
It is even more unfortunate, however,
that she took Mr. Phibbs' list of
suggestions as salvoes of "academic"
overkill. What is "academic" about the
window on the world that a decent
newspaper flings open? What is
"academic" about extracurricular
activities and volunteer work? What is
"academic" about discovering and sharing
with friends books that we professors
haven't gotten our chalky mitts on?
But the saddest thing of all was Ms.
Colby's plaintive question: "What about
my personal happiness?" In fact, each of
Phibbs' suggestions already constitutes a
vital part of the "personal happiness" of
any student who has finally awakened
from the primeval slumber of high
school. Mr. Phibbs is no doubt correct
that this is also the very student who
will be greedily courted by the best
graduate schools and by the only kind of
employer you'll really want to work for.
But let that follow of itself. In the
meantime, digest your pie and enjoy
your awakening.
David A. Lupher
Classics Program

Phibbs responds
There are a few facts that should be
considered in the discussion concerning
the hiring of Resident Assistants. Then
your readers may be in a better position
to evaluate the decision.
The distribution of university
housing space between Greek and
Independent students is very inequitable.
Seventy percent of our students are
Independent and 30% are Greek. Yet we
house fully 85% of our Greek students,
and only 24% of our Independents.
As a result, while many upperclass
Independents are denied housing, only a
few of our Greek houses are ever at
100% occupancy. We have empty beds
on one side of the campus and unhoused
students on the other.
The university hires Resident
Assistants in the residence halls and
house managers in the Greek houses to
perform similar functions. Independents,
of cousre, cannot seek positions as house
managers; Greeks, however, have been
able to seek the comparable positions, as
RAs, in the residence halls.
As I understood the decision when it
was made last fall to limit the RA

positions to Independent students, it was
intended to provide a few more housing
spaces to upperclass Independent students
who are occupied by Greek students
while at the same time there are empty
beds in Greek housing!
The desire, and I think a reasonable
and laudable one, was to see that housing
was, within the constraits that exist,
somewhat more fairly allocated.
Secondly, it was intended, and again I
think not unreasonably, to provide
Independents with equal access to
leadership roles. They do not have an
opportunity to serve as house managers
in Greek houses, while Greek students
have those opportunities in both the
residence halls and Greek houses.
Unfortunately, in the implentation of
this policy the whole concept and
concerns which motivated it were never
discussed with students nor explained to
them.
I regret that fact and was quite unaware
of it until the President's staff meeting
last week. I believe students should be
involved in these matters and I think, as
a whole, we do a good job in that
regard--better in my experience than most
institutions. Students should have been
involved in this case but unfortunately
they were not. I was as surprised as
anyone to discover this.
I regret the failure to involve students,
secondly, because I think there was an
important rationale for the policy to
which students would have responded
with understanding if they had heard it on
a timely basis. It is important, I believe,
for us to try to treat our students with as
much equity as possible and to provide
balanced opportunities for housing and
for educational opportunities to all of
them.
And if students had not responded as I
have here assumed they would,
adjustments could have been made
rationally and unemotionally to the
policy so that it reflected the
community's sense of equity.
Philip M. Phibbs
President
University of Puget Sound

Colby petulant
As one of the members of staff present
at the Informal Freshman Dessert with
President Phibbs on February 17, I
cannot let Ms. Colby's petulant prose
pass without comment.
First of all, the President was
discussing graduate shool and graduate
fellowship requirements, not criteria for
hustling hamburgers at Mc ! Ms.
Colby implies that the President's advice
is irrelevant, unsympathetic and
impractical. For those students who are
still swallowing all that rubbish about
specialists always triumphing over
generalists, I suggest that they take a
look at the resumes of our Rhodes,
Fulbright and Rotary scholars, not one
of whom could be called a "specialist"
(or, as they are " realistically" described
by graduate school and fellowship
committees, "one-dimensional
candidates"!); rather, they broadened their
general knowledge by paying much more
than lip-service to the core curriculum
and to the phrase "liberal-arts education."
I cannot speak for the other members
of staff, but I will tell any students that
are planning to compete "realistically"
for fellowships, that most require two
years' college level language proficiency,
and for those who wish to be
competitive, language courses should be
the first electives planned on their
schedules. Unfair as it may seem,
See Letters page 15
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or graduate school in your head and a
piece of Swiss cheese for a resume!

Jannie Meisberger

Colby confused
On February 16, President Phibbs met
with a small group of Freshmen in the
Rotunda to discuss questions and
concerns about graduate schools. At this
meeting President Phibbs outlined the
sort of "profile" which identifies a good
candidate for graduate school: reading
beyond minimum course demands,
awareness of current affairs, acquaintance
at some depth with classic (as opposed to
contemporary) authors, wide selecton of
electives far from the major, community
involvement, extracurricular activity.
This meeting prompted an interesting
reply from Lisa Colby, published in the
Trail for February 26. Ms. Colby finds
President Phibbs's profile unrealistic,
idealistic, insensitive to students' needs
and desires (happiness, personal
fulfillment, sleep) and the the demands of
employers "in the real, competitive
world." Ms. Colby wished instead for
"down to earth, realistic advice about
how to cope and stay ahead" in the
world, and finds herself "more than a
little disillusioned."
May I offer a comment on this
difference of opinion? In the first
instance, President Phibbs is quite
correct in his profile of what makes a
good candidate for graduate school. This
is, in fact, what graduate admissions
committees in real, competitve graduate
schools look for. That Ms. Colby does
not like the set of criteria is no reason
for supposing it to be illusory.
Ms. Colby seems, however, to have
attended the wrong meeting. She seems
to want advice for the B.A. job market,
and seems to be under the impression
that employers are looking for
something different. She believes that
these employers are looking for the
person "best qualified" and with the
"most experience in a specific field."
Let us for a moment assume that she
is right--and that President Phibbs's
suggestions are unrelated to the
baccalaureate employment market. Let us
construct a "Help Wanted' advertisement
which seeks a candidate who does not
have the profile President Phibbs
suggests, but instead responds to Ms.
Colby's concerns:
Wanted. Narrowly specialized
operative with 4.0 GPA, trained in one

Mott Greene

Phibbs mistaken

Two weeks ago The Trail ran an
article about a proposed policy to ban
greek RAs. At first I was totally
outraged that the administration would
even consider discriminating against
certain students on the basis of creed. I
soon calmed down though and rationally
thought through the reasons why the
administation would even think of
proposing such a policy. In the article,
three reasons were given for the policy.
The first reason had to do with
creating more leadership opportunities
for the independent students. Right now
there are several leadership positions
open to independent students both living
on campus and off campus. These
opportunities include CC positions and
also RA positions on campus. There are
also the leadership postions of the Senate
and the various offices of ASUPS for
both on and off campus students.
The second reason stated that there
would be problems with "dirty rushing"
caused by Deferred rush. This proplem,
in the first place, was caused by the
administration. And in the second place,
fails to recognize an even more potential
source of "dirty rushing". This, of
course, is regular academic class time. Is
the administration going to ban the
greeks from having classes with
freshmen?
The final reason was that of freeing
more space in the halls for
upperclassmen. Well I want to ask why
at this time on our hall floor there are
six empty beds. I do not know the
statistics for the entire hall or other halls
but that puts our floor at eighty-two
percent occupancy. I have also heard that
there are similar situtations in other
halls. The reasoning behind the filling
of a few RA positions by independents
to increase the ratio between greeks is
incredibly foolish.
When it comes down to it, the reasons
for such a high percentage of greek
students living on campus has to do once
again with the administration. Deferred
residency caused the greek houses to
move more of their members that
previously lived off campus back on,
while keeping the Pledges and Initiates
in the dorms. The cost of living on
campus also help to increase the split
between the two groups, many of the
greeks are forced to live on campus,
while the independents have a choice to
live on or to save some money and live
off.
In conclusion, President Phibbs has
not yet given me enough valid reasons

for such a policy. As I believe a majority
of the students also felt. Problems
cannot be solved by excluding parts of it,
but rather coming together and figuring
out a compromise to the problem.

James Webster

Why Fawn Hall

Pardon my ignorance, but why is
everyone excited that Fawn Hall is
coming? I personally feel anything BUT
excitement that she is coming to speak
on campus. What could she possible
have to offer? She was 011ie North's
secretary and she illegally shredded
documents under 011ie's orders to save
011ie's ass. So she was "loyally"
protecting this hypocrite who
undermined our very own democracy "in
the name of democracy," and now she's
making cash by going around and talking
about it? And we're excited to pay her
way?!? I am personally embarrassed that
our campus is sponsoring such a cause,
let alone that students at this
"prestigious" university would fork out
the money with the expectation that thay
are going to actually learn something
from her.
To top it all off, I have recently
learned the name of the speaker who was
going to come, but who was turned
down when the Lectures Committee
heard they could get Fawn Hall instead.
Jack Healy, the chairman of Amnesty
International U.S.A., probably the most
respected human rights organization in
the world, was lined up to come to the
Fieldhouse sometime this semester. I
have seen Mr. Healy speak, and he is
incredible-- a very powerful and moving
orator.
Now I don't know who on the
Lectures Committe made the choice
between this secretary who grabbed so
many National Enquirer headlines, and
Jack Healy, who has very successfully
devoted his life to fighting for human
rights around the world, but I think it
says something about this person's
feeble tabloid-mentality and mixed up
priorities and values.
Enjoy Fawn Hall. I hope you learn a
lot from her.

David B. Hulbert

held moral and ethical efforts to provide
equal opportunity to all its students. I
will be very disillusioned to see this
proposal passed. I hope all involved in
the decision will seriously consider the
effect of this proposal not only on the
Resident Assistant program, but also on
the University community as a whole.

Blair W. Masenheimer
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fellowships are rather like the Lottery,
many place their hopes on winning, but
very few come up with the jackpot.
Those who succeed in winning
fellowships are NOT those with 4.0
GPA in one field and appalling ignorance
of other fields and society in general.
After all, these committees are investing
upwards of $30,000 in their scholars, and
are looking for a substantial return on
their investment in the form of life-long
commitment to society. Such a
commitment demands a firm foundation
in all aspects of society, not one field
alone. The time to specialise, therefore,
it not during your undergraduate years,
Ms. Colby. It is when and if you get
into graduate school, where you will
spend your entire time in your chosen
field, with little opportunity to breathe,
let alone seek personal happiness or
occasional sleep.
Ms. Colby, I am sorry that you are
disillusioned, but I would be more sorry
if you arrived in my office in the fall of
your senior year with dreams of a Rhodes

thing only. Seek person who does
absolute minimum required in job
description. Ignorance of current world
political and economic trends a must,
ditto world history, literature and the
arts. Looking for someone worried about
personal happiness, catching up on sleep
and off-job relationships. Prefer candidate
with attitude which subordinates the
pruposes of the firm to personal goals.
Demonstrated non-involvement with
community activities a plus.
Whose expectations are "unrealistic"?
The hard fact of the case is that anyone
who expects to proceed beyond the most
elementary and task-oriented entry level
position in business and industry, let
alone graduate school, must have the
kinds of energy, attitudes and knowledge
which President Phibbs's profile
suggests. Far from idealized and
unrealistic expectations, they are what
the working world requires.
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RA ban bad precedent
As a former Greek R.A., I was very
disappointed to read about the proposal
to ban fraternity and sorority members
from Resident Assistant positions. One
of my most valuable experiences as an
undergraduate greek was being an R.A. It
enabled me to both stay active in my
fraternity as well as be involved in the
lives of independent students and be an
integral part of the common freshmen
experience.
More important, though, than the
personal gain is the added experience
greek R.A.s bring to the job. Rather
than dirty rushing, qualified fraternity and
sorority members are an invaluable help
in answering questions about the general
greek system. Greek R.A.s are not a
detriment, but rather an asset to the
Residential Life program in giving
students honest and informed input to
make decisions about greek life.
But whatever loss the proposal would
cause to the R.A. program will be
significantly dwarfed by the negative
precedent that this kind of policy would
bring to the University as a whole. The
bottom line is that the proposal is utter
and blatant discrimination. Going greek
would mean sacrificing other choices in
college, a policy I think, that is
contradictory to the University's highly
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March 3, 1988

Marketing Intern
co-Op Opportunity
at Microsoft
40 hours per week
Microsoft, the leader in microcomputer software development, has an excellent internship opportunity for a Marketing Intern.
You will be responsible for technical support of the DOS Excel team.
Duties include the preparation of demonstration scripts and files, maintenance and setup of the demonstration machines, preparation of screen shots
and output for brochures and other collateral, along with management of
the details of photo shoots, etc. Collect and maintain current versions of
software from Systems, other Applications marketing groups and competitors. Perform in-depth analysis of competitors and compare to Excel.
We're looking for a bright, highly motivated student who has experience with microcomputers. A business degree isn't necessary — an aptitude
for technical ideas is.
Microsoft offers an excellent compensation package to full-time
interns.

■ Paid holidays
Health club membership
■ Software discounts
Pro-rated sick leave
Reimbursement of student health insurance premium
We prefer Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors who can make a 6-month
initial work term commitment.
Contact your Co-Op Placement Office for information or send a
resume to:

Microsoft Corporation
College Relations, Dept. MI-288
16011 NE 36th Way
Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073-9717
No phone calls, please. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Microsoft®

